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Less than 60g/Lt VOC EMISSIONS
Superior ABRASION resistance
Superior WEAR resistance
Superior CHEMICAL resistance
Excellent ELASTICITY
Reduces EDGE BONDING when applied with
recommended sealer
• Superior COVERAGE – up to 17m2 per litre

• 3 GLOSS levels – Matt 10, Semi Matt 30
and Semi Gloss 60
• Low ODOUR, Fast DRYING, NON-yellowing formula
• NON-toxic and NMP-free
• Very user FRIENDLY – easy to apply
• Water CLEAN UP
• Available in 10Lt containers for larger areas
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Note from the CEO
Welcome to the seventeenth issue of Timber

TIMBER FLOORS

Floors Magazine!
It’s mid-year and although the floods have
subsided and the constant rain finally seems
to have abated, we are left wondering what the
forecasts have in store. Well, winter is set to be
wetter than usual, at least for the east coast of
Australia, while the dry is likely to continue for
WA and SA. According to the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), the La Nina effect,
which delivered so much water to the eastern states across the summer, is
weakening – hopefully that means less dramatic weather conditions than we
experienced in the summer just past. Fundamentally, the BOM is only able to
do long term forecasting for three months ahead and as such, the future of the
weather is always unknown.
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What seems to have been a longer and more sustained period of higher
humidity levels has had a notable effect on timber flooring contractors on the
east coast of Australia who are dealing with expansion issues even in locations
where it is usually not such a big problem. In response, ATFA is developing a
specific information sheet on dealing with humidity, while David Hayward also
covers this topic in his technical feature in this issue. The Timber Flooring
Manual is there to guide you as well.
Recently, two ATFA directors and I headed to San Diego for the NWFA
Convention to see how we stacked up against our US counterparts and to
promote the ATFA Convention for 2012. I’m pleased to report we compare very
well! More details feature in my report on page 20.
Randy Flierman, CEO
Australian Timber Flooring Association
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ATFA update
IT’S RENEWAL TIME
It’s that time of year when our members renew their

ACCREDITATION
Recently we issued the draft document for the changed

support for the association. With over 560 members, every

and updated ATFA Member Accreditation Program, having

member’s contribution is vital to assist in ATFA’s development

been through the consultation process where all members

work and the services we provide. Members benefit from our

were given the opportunity to comment. The new model

technical publications and our growing information sheet

will also take effect in conjunction with the renewal period.

folder, together with our ongoing support and guidance.

Remember to submit this with your membership renewal
and ensure that your details are up to date – doing it this time

ATFA offers a huge range of member
benefits including cheaper insurance,
fuel discounts and phone deals.
ATFA continues to provide members
with this quarterly magazine, our
six-weekly e-bulletin and training
opportunities to hone your skills and
knowledge.

means that your accreditation stays in place for three years.
The new system introduces increased rigour to the
accreditation system, while attempting to maintain relative
ease in completing the documentation. The major intent is to
provide a system consumers can trust and rely upon.

Contact ATFA for more details:
11 Oleander Ave Shelly Beach QLD 4551
phone 1300 361 693 • fax 1300 361 793
atfa.com.au • ABN 16 524 524 226

Standard members can renew before 31 July and save five
percent! Paying before the end of June means you can claim
your professional membership as a deduction in this year’s
tax return. If you have any questions about your membership,
please give us a call on 1300 361 693.
MORE MEMBER BENEFITS HEADING YOUR WAY!

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

In the next few months, members will be provided
with the ATFA Checklists manual, which is currently in
production. The Checklists manual will become the third
ATFA publication, joining the Timber Flooring manual and
Problems and Causes manual. This new publication contains
a set of checklists for most situations that timber flooring
contractors encounter daily and will help contractors to
develop a quality verification trail for projects. It is anticipated

Elite 3 edger

the checklists will also be available electronically to ATFA
members. Also in production are guideline booklets on
8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

engineered flooring, bamboo and decking. All going to plan,
we will also publish guidelines on laminate flooring later in
the year. This set of booklets will provide a fourth element to
our suite of technical publications. Also headed your way is
the next round of information sheets, which should be added
to your grey ATFA Information Guide. These include Timber
Species, Grading, Inundation, Taber Testing, Humidity and
Underfloor Heating. These will become available at renewal
time and will be released electronically at a similar time.
2

parts • service • leasing available
Synteko Pty Ltd.

Call: 02 9406 8100
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

BOSTIK AND PEERLESS JAL GAIN ATFA

ATFA TRAINING AND EVENTS SCHEDULE 2011

PRODUCT ENDORSEMENT

Coatings Essentials Workshop

Brisbane

23 June

Recently, two companies completed

Victorian Trade Evening		

Melbourne

14 July

the ATFA Product Endorsement process.

T+G Timber Flooring Forum

Gold Coast

21 July

We congratulate Bostik and Peerless

NSW Trade Evening		

Sydney 		

8 August

JAL for undertaking this rigorous

Engineered Flooring Forum

Sydney 		

9 August

process. Product endorsement means

SA Trade Evening			

Adelaide

9 August

that these companies have earned

Troubleshooting Workshop		

Adelaide

10 August

the right to use the ATFA Endorsed

Floor Inspector Course		

Melbourne

23-25 August

trademark on their product packaging..

Bamboo Forum			

Perth 		

31 August

If your company produces coatings,

Timber Grading Workshop		

Perth 		

1 September

adhesives or equipment, these products

Tasmanian Trade Evening		

Hobart 		

6 September

can undertake the ATFA Product

Advanced Timber Technology

Hobart		

7 September

Endorsement process and we encourage

Workshop

you to do so – it demonstrates to
contractors and consumers that your
product has met or exceeded the high
quality standards in criteria that gauge
safety, the environment and most
importantly the usability of the product.

Embelton Flooring manufactures
and distributes a complete range
of products and equipment for
the flooring industry
Victoria – Head Office
147-149 Bakers Road, Coburg 3058
Tel: (03) 9353 4811
Victoria
1/72 Fenton Street, Huntingdale 3166
Tel: (03) 9545 6499
New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith Street, Silverwater 2128
Tel: (02) 9748 3188
Queensland
44 Millway Street, Kedron 4031
Tel: (07) 3359 7100
Western Australia
37 Sundercombe Street, Osborne Park 6017
Tel: (08) 9204 1300
ACN 004 251 861

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parquetry
Cork
Solid Strip Timber Flooring
Sound Insulation Matting
Adhesives for Timber Installations
Sanding Products
Polyurethanes / Coatings
Tools and Machinery

• Bamboo
• Laminate Flooring
• Engineered Floors

www.embelton.com
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Member Profile:
Whittle Waxes
Whittle Waxes is the importer of a range of hardwaxes and
oils manufactured in Germany.
The company was formed in Boronia, Victoria in April 2004

as well as the expectations of both floor sanders and their
clients. “We have had some hairy times and some good times

by Darren Bell and Giles Whittle-Herbert, who saw a growing

and I think seven years down the track I can say that we are

market need for environmentally friendly timber finishes.

pleased with the way things are going,” says Giles.

Giles had emigrated from Zimbabwe via the UK and through

“One of our products, Treatex, was initially difficult to apply.

friends in Zimbabwe was introduced to Darren and his family.

However, we have been instrumental in its development

“They kindly looked after us for a couple of months while

through the introduction of four sheen levels as well as

we found our bearings,” says Giles. “With my background in

thinning the formulation, making its application easier

flooring, having had an installation business in the UK, I soon

and giving a more durable coat. PNZ offer a huge range of

realised that there were no hardwaxes available in Australia,

products, specifically those that can be buffed, as well as

and so Whittle Waxes was formed. Darren had also had

water blockers and maintenance oils and waxes. Our range

several years’ experience in the flooring industry and was an

of products is evolving to meet the new 2014 European

obvious choice as an Australian company director.”

Standards, and has low and zero VOC products becoming

Initially, growth was slow, as there was a lot to learn about

4

Australian timbers and how the coatings perform on them,

available.

“We have been very fortunate to have had a great team,”
says Giles. “A huge help came in the form of Karen Witherby,
who managed against all odds to instil some order in the
office, and who is now indispensable. Wayne has done the
same with the warehouse and it’s fair to say that they both
deserve a lot of the recognition for their contribution to where
Whittle Waxes is today.”

Whittle Waxes now has polishers,
flooring suppliers and showrooms,
timber companies, architects,
designers and specifiers all enjoying
the benefits of their high quality
products, and has plans for future
growth.
“We are looking for new premises in the new financial
year and will continue to develop our markets in Sydney
Melbourne and Brisbane,” says Giles “We also have some
interesting products hitting the market in the next six to eight
months, including a zero VOC hardwax product.”
Whittle Waxes is one of ATFA’s foundation patron members

Whittle Waxes on show

and Giles Whittle-Herbert participates on the ATFA Coatings
and Adhesives Standing Committee. f
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Award-winning
trainee scheme
Boral Timber’s South Coast Hardwoods division is

Peerless JAL’s Hy-Series timber coating products

proud to announce that the very first recruit to the

have been endorsed by ATFA after a detailed process

company’s employee training program has scooped

to qualify the product range.

the pool at the Australian Apprentice and Trainee of
the Year Awards!
James Mondinos, 29, from Berrara on the NSW south

“The ATFA endorsed product system provides a
recognised, independent and reliable classification for
consumers of timber flooring products,” says ATFA CEO

coast, was named National Apprentice of the Year as

Randy Flierman. “Having the ATFA Endorsed Product

well as winning the National Encouragement Award at

logo on product labelling shows that strict quality

an awards presentation night in Melbourne recently.

standards have been met.”

James was earlier named NSW Apprentice of the Year
by award organisers Skilled Group.
For James, the multiple awards came just 18

“The most time consuming element in the
endorsement program was developing our product
labelling to meet ATFA’s exacting standards,” says

months into a two-year traineeship – part of a program

Peerless JAL’s National Sales and Marketing

established by Boral Timber as a three-way partnership

Co-ordinator Omar Hammam. “The process was well

involving recruitment company Skilled and Creswick

worth it, now that our products are endorsed.”

Training College in Victoria.
According to David Bird, Boral Timber South Coast

ATFA’s Endorsement Program requires that detailed
product information be developed and made available

Hardwoods General Manager, the program has proven

online, including instructions on how to use the product,

a huge success. “The program is providing a future

safety and correct storage, handling and disposal.

for our business and at the same time we’re happy to

Technical advice should be available to customers by

be giving young guys a chance to build a career. The

phone and email with MSDSs readily available.

program has given us fresh blood through ten new
trainees and we’re recruiting now for the next stage.”

ATFA requires that coatings meet an emissions target
of 140g/L or less of VOC with lab certification to prove it.

James Mondinos, father of two, was the first trainee

Endorsed products must meet current environmental

to sign up to the traineeship program at Nowra Mill and

requirements in terms of VOC emissions (in particular,

has almost completed a Certificate III in Saw Milling

they must comply with ATFA targets) and show that the

and Processing.

company is actively working toward greener products.

“The way the course is taught is very professional,”

In addition, all endorsed products must comply with

says James. “I’ve learned teamwork skills to achieve

the ATFA Timber Flooring manual. Labelling must

a common goal of getting customer orders completed

include hazard class, a 24 hour emergency contact, use

and learned how to use different saws and controls, as

by date and safe use instructions as well as contacts for

well as computerised machinery,” he said.

product complaints.

CONGRATULATIONS JAMES! f
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Peerless JAL
endorsed

Species info: Tallowwood
Tallowwood is a large hardwood growing along the coast
and coastal ranges from the Hunter River in New South

Physical properties of Tallowwood

Wales to the Maryborough district of Queensland.

Botanical name		

Eucalyptus microcorys

The heartwood is yellowish brown with a tinge of olive

Family			

Myrtaceae

green, while the sapwood is usually distinctively paler. The

Dry density		

990kg/m3

texture is moderately coarse but even and the grain is often

Janka (hardness)

8.6

interlocked. Tallowwood is a beautiful species, ideal for
projects where the interior aesthetic calls for warm tones.
Among its extracts are appreciable amounts of triterpines
which give a greasy feel to the wood and can present

about four per cent radial, six per cent tangential.
Tallowwood is reasonably easy to work, considering its

problems when gluing. In his book Wood In Australia, Keith

density. Tallowwood usually has good resistance to surface

Bootle recommends washing the surface with a ten per

checking when exposed to the weather. The heartwood is

cent sodium hydroxide solution before the application of an

very durable and highly impermeable to impregnation with

adhesive.

preservatives. The sapwood is susceptible to lyctid borer

A distinguishing characteristic of Tallowwood, very unusual
for a eucalypt, is the complete absence of gum veins.

attack.
In addition to flooring, Tallowwood is commonly used for

Pin-hole borer marks are often present, as are the fibre

heavy engineering structures, sleepers, bridges, wharfage,

separations known as water rings. Slow to dry, shrinkage is

cladding and cooling towers. f

Image courtesy
Boral Timber
Boral Silkwood
hardwood engineered
flooring 133mm

Tallowwood is a beautiful
species, ideal for projects
where the interior aesthetic
calls for warm tones
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Product road test:
WSE wood saw blades
Josh Triplett from Timber Flooring Group in Melbourne
recently agreed to road test a new blade from Tooltechnic
Systems – the T2 Standard Wood Saw Blade, one in a range of
blades made by German manufacturer, WSE.
Made in Germany, the WSE blades claim to outlast other
wood saw blade brands. Bi-metal construction allows them
to cut through nails and extremely hard timbers. Even the
Japanese-toothed blades, which are designed for fast, clean
cuts in timber, can cut through the occasional nail and
keep on cutting! The Standard Wood Saw Blade is ideal for
timber flooring contractors who may encounter nails when
undercutting skirting boards and architraves.
Josh road tested the blade on Brushbox solid strip flooring
which contained a three inch nail. Brushbox has a janka rating
of 9.5 and, according to Keith Bootle’s Wood in Australia,

HURFORD ROASTED
Hurford Roasted is a new, solid timber flooring product that has
been heat-treated to alter the wood’s molecular structure and
colour for a more stable, beautiful board.
• The colour change penetrates the entire board with no need to
restain in future
• Offers a more stable and durable product than regular,
kiln-dried flooring
• Available in two distinctive tones: Cayenne and Peat
• Available in two popular grades: Prestige and Rustic
• Precision-milled to a 128 x 14mm tongue and groove profile

Cayenne

Peat

8

HurfordsHalfPageRoasted.indd 1

hardwood.com.au
phone 02 6621 9886

1/06/11 8:04 PM

has a tendency to blunt tools and blades due to its density and
because of the presence of silica in the timber.

Josh’s usual

The T2 blade shows no

brand shows

damage whatsoever after

damage

Josh’s Brushbox and nail test

The verdict? “The blade was fantastic,” said Josh.
“It went through the timber very easily and cut the nail like
a knife through butter. My usual blade would struggle to get
through the timber, let alone a nail.
“I often find if there is a nail behind a floor jamb it will blunt

just blunted the teeth on the blade,” said Josh.
WSE blades are a cost-effective option for timber flooring
contractors: they last longer and only the cutting blade is
replaced, not the fixing mechanism. Users who own more than

the blade, but the T2 can cut right through, saving blades, time

one brand of saw can use the same blades on all their tools

and of course money in the long run.”

once the adapters are fitted, making them easier to use and

When road testing the blade, Josh then tried using his usual

more convenient than other blades.

brand of blade and attempted the same test, sawing through

“This product passes the test with flying colours!” said Josh.

Brushbox which contained a nail. “The blade struggled to even

For further details on the T2 from Tooltechnic Systems, visit

cut through the Brushbox timber and when it got to the nail it

multimasterblades.com.au or phone 1800 063 900.

Do you manufacture or distribute a product that you’re confident to have
road tested for Timber Floors Magazine? Contact us at editor@atfa.com.au
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Technical feature: Timber floor
performance in wet conditions
During the past months of ongoing and in some cases,

have gap-free timber floors. As a result, we have seen

extreme wet weather, timber floors across the nation

timber flooring products manufactured toward the lower

have been experiencing expansion. David Hayward,

end of accepted moisture content ranges in response to

ATFA Technical Manager, discusses some of the issues

consumer complaints about gaps at board edges. This too is

surrounding floor performance during these times.

exacerbated by owner demand for wide board flooring where

Some areas of Australia have a climate where it is common
to experience periods of wet and periods of dry weather,

our flooring systems, which are predominantly installed over

while other parts of the country have not experienced

concrete slabs and other subfloors, provide for a less robust

persistent wet weather conditions for a decade or more.

fixing method than traditional floors of the past.

When wet weather has persisted or been more intense

From an installation perspective these manufacturing

than in previous years we start to see expansion pressure

tolerances and installation conditions have taken out some of

in timber floors take its toll. Under these conditions, timber

the safety margin for the installer. This means that the timber

floors which may have performed well over the past two to

flooring installer needs to keep in mind that at some stage

four years are now peaking (raised board edges), tenting or

the installation needs to be able to accommodate this floor

buckling (boards lifting).

under pressure. Adequate expansion allowance in a floor is

There are a number of underlying issues relating to

a must, not an option and practices such as acclimatisation

this which should be reviewed first. Over the past 20

prior to laying, as well as recognised installation practices

years or so, flooring products and installation systems

are also important. Each floor needs to be thought through

have been changing, as have demands from consumers.

in the environment it is being laid in and laying practices

There is a high expectation from consumers that they can

chosen accordingly.

Floors that may have performed well
over the past two to four years are now
peaking (raised board edges), tenting or
buckling (boards lifting)
10

they also see gapping as an unacceptable feature. In addition,

Everyone is quick to say that timber
is a natural product and shrinks or
swells depending on the weather.
The consumer needs to understand
that shrinkage gaps are normal (to a
degree) particularly in dry weather
and may close in wet weather. The
consumer also needs to understand
that wider boards are more likely
to show wider shrinkage gaps than
narrower boards. We find that those
owners who understand timber, see
such gaps as quite normal and quite
acceptable and do not detract from
a beautiful floor; they are a natural
part of a natural flooring product.

SCOTIA
BEADING
SPECIALISTS!

When floors have expanded and pressure effects are
visually apparent, it must be recognised that the weather
has played a role in this outcome. Conditions that cause
sequential flooding throughout the eastern states do not
happen every year and these too should be recognised by
consumers as unusual conditions.
Once a floor has increased in moisture content it
is reluctant to lose that moisture and this results in
sustained pressure that may remain in the floor for some
months, until the house is heated or seasonally dry
conditions return. It is only then that the pressure in these
floors will be relieved.
If a floor has peaked due to pressure in the floor,
additional expansion allowance may have already been
provided. Even so, it is often best if the floor is left until
drier conditions return. This brings the moisture content
of the floor back to more normal conditions, when some
of this pressure will be relieved.
Recovery in the floor may not warrant any remedial
work and in other instances some work will be required. If

• Quick and easy application just glue or tack into place!
• Colour matching for bamboo,
solid wood and laminate
• Stain, bleach and
scratch resistant
• Antibacterial and flameproof

the floor is left until drier months, any cupped appearance
may diminish substantially. In other cases, peaking from
pressure remains and this may need resanding and
finishing. It is also necessary to reassess and reinstate

Excellent product quality
Outstanding low prices!

the expansion allowance in the floor.
In instances where such problems have occurred, the
installer, manufacturer and the home owner need to work
together to contribute to the work required to return the

Phone 03 5940 2069
www.wbpmflooringsupplies.com.au

floor to its natural elegance and beauty. f
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Sustainability update
Consumers are continuing to drive demand for products

Timber should always be sourced from certified forests,

with good environmental credentials. It is therefore

preferably from suppliers who have gained Chain of Custody

important for timber flooring contractors to understand

(CoC) certification. The Australian Forestry Standard (AFS)

the story behind forestry and timber production in order to

certifies over 90% of certified forestry in Australia and

promote the benefits of timber to their customers.

remains the only certification to be acknowledged with an

Timber is the world’s only truly renewable building
material. It is natural, sustainable, renewable and recyclable.
There is no other building material or floor covering that
boasts all four of these qualities.
There is, however, a common perception that cutting down
trees is bad for the environment. In fact, the opposite is true.

Australian Standard (AS4708-2007). See page 14 for a current
list of ATFA members who have gained AFS CoC.
Timber has the lowest embodied energy of all building
products, using low levels of energy in the production,
transportation and distribution of products such as timber
flooring. When compared with other floor covering products
such as tiles and carpet, timber flooring offers a much lower

Sustainably managed harvesting
and replanting is actually a solution
to climate change. If every floor
covering that went into a new building
in Australia was a timber floor from
sustainably managed forests, there
would be a positive impact on climate
change!

embodied energy rating.
Australian-grown native hardwoods have even better
credentials when compared with imported species as they
are harvested and then manufactured locally, requiring less
shipping and therefore fewer fossil fuel resources to move
them and therefore leave a smaller carbon footprint.
Timber is a recyclable material and can be remanufactured
into new products. Some of the most beautiful timber flooring
has been remanufactured from timber retrieved from old
wool stores, piers, factories and bridges. Continued p14.

This is a big claim to make but it is explained by the carbon
cycle. Forests play a critical role in the carbon cycle, acting
as a natural air filter by taking the carbon out of carbon
dioxide and releasing oxygen back into the air we breathe. In

The Green Building Council of Australia now

Australia alone, forests convert over 38 million tonnes of CO2

recognises the Australian Forestry Standard as a third

each year and currently store over 10 billion tonnes of carbon.

party certifier under its Green Star Mat-8 Sustainable

Trees that are harvested and turned into products such as
flooring store this carbon for decades. Only when that timber

Timber credit.
Timber flooring contractors can now specify

eventually biodegrades or is burned will the carbon be re-

AFS-certified hardwood timber flooring in a number

released into the atmosphere.

of species that have not been available as certified

Sustainably managed younger trees absorb carbon much

timber until recently. In the past, if a customer wanted

faster than mature trees. So technically speaking, aging

certified flooring, the species selection was limited by

forests will have a lower positive impact on climate change

the Green Building Council.

than sustainably managed re-growth forests with younger,

Furthermore, timber merchants can now offer

fast growing trees. In a nutshell, new, young, rapidly growing

architects, builders and developers certified timber

forests are better, faster air filters and carbon reservoirs.

flooring product that has the GBCA’s stamp of

It is also important to point out to potential customers that
only one percent of forests in Australia are plantations that
are used for harvesting. In addition, less than one percent of
that one percent is harvested each year in Australia. Overall,
forest coverage is growing at a faster rate than harvesting.
12

ROLE OF THE GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL

approval thereby conforming to strict development
requirements for certified timber.
This is a move that benefits the building industry in
Australia while protecting our natural resources.

BORAL TIMBER

Build something great

™

The wider the better
Build something great™ with Boral Timber
With living spaces becoming larger and the prestige of a wider profile gaining
momentum, there has been an increasing demand for wide boards. With this in mind,
Boral Timber has increased the availability of 180mm, 130mm and 108mm wide solid
tongue and groove solid strip flooring. Boral Timber has tested and developed a method
for secret fixing wide boards for a sleek nail-free finish. The process is available for Boral
Timber’s 108mm and 130mm hardwood flooring and uses a combination of cleats and
full trowel adhesive to attach the boards to a ‘solid’ sheet subfloor.
For installation guides, product samples or a list of Boral Timber resellers,
phone 1800 818 317 or visit www.boral.com.au/timber
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Engineered hardwood flooring products present a very good environmental
story as they use even less hardwood resource than solid products, with the

When specifying certified timber

substructure manufactured from plywood or softwoods, both very economical

flooring, look for the following ATFA

substructures.

members that have earned full

Timber flooring is also biodegradable and does not pose pollution concerns on
disposal in landfills, for example.
Timber professionals can rest easy that they are working with a product

chain of custody certification from
the Australian Forestry Standard:
• Australian Solar Timbers

that contributes in a positive way to offsetting the effects of global warming

• Auswest Timbers

and therefore climate change. This will become increasingly apparent as

• Big River Timbers

communication efforts in this regard ramp up within the industry.

• Blue Ridge Hardwood

It is the job of the contractor or timber flooring sales consultant to understand
and to communicate the positive environmental story that timber has to tell. f
Much of the data referred to in this article was sourced from Boral Timber’s
Building a Sustainable Future brochure. Image below, courtesy Boral Timber.

• Boral Timber
• Britton Timbers Australia
• Dale and Myers Operations
Pty Ltd
• Finlayson Timber and Hardware
Pty Ltd
• Gunnersen Pty Limited
• Gunns Timber Products
• Hurford Hardwood
• Moxon Timbers
• Parkside Holdings
• Vics Timber and Dressing
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Your health update:
stress is not the enemy
By Dr. Steven J. Kiely

strategic recovery throughout the workday can result in

As a psychologist, I am often asked by clients how they can

increased productivity and performance, reduced absenteeism,

best manage, or better still eliminate stress from their lives.

and improved decision making, customer service and quality of

Most are surprised when I proclaim that stress is not the

work.

enemy, but rather a lack of strategic recovery.
Indeed, the right amount of stress can motivate us to finish

So what are some of the things you can do both at work and
at home to ensure that you get adequate recovery? First, set

projects, meet tight deadlines and excel under pressure.

your mobile phone alarm each working day to go off every

Conversely, a lack of stress can lead us to become bored, lazy,

60 – 90 minutes as a reminder that it is time to have a break.

unmotivated, and unproductive in both our professional and

No matter what you are doing, it is important to disconnect

personal lives.

and rejuvenate, knowing that you can soon get back to your

Athletes intrinsically understand that stress is healthy for

work. During this recovery time a number of things are

growth. As a consulting performance psychologist to an AFL

recommended, including eating something nutritious to ensure

club, I witness players pushing their bodies to the limit in

high energy levels can be sustained, hydrating the body with

both training and live matches. However, after stressing their

water rather than coffee or soft drinks, and physically moving

bodies either on the park or in the gym, they immediately go

around, which can include stretching, or taking a brief walk.

into recovery mode. This can include stretching, ice baths,

On longer breaks such as lunch, people may prefer to have a

rehydration and eating, massage, and swimming. Athletes

light run or cycle, and a stretch before eating. This physical

know that failure to physically recover can lead to fatigue,

exertion can clear the mind, allowing you to be more mentally

injury, and ultimately a decline in performance.

focused for the afternoon’s activities. Exercising at the end of
a workday is also a great way to disconnect from job pressures

While athletes understand the
importance of stress followed by
adequate recovery, people in business
fail to adopt this approach in their
working lives. Business owners and
their staff can often work themselves
into the ground while devoting little
time to recovery. Over time, this
method of working can result in
reduced physical energy, erratic
moods, impaired decision-making, and
little energy left over to give to their
families at the end of a working day.

before moving into the family environment. Too often, we leave
work and move into our home environment before adequately
decompressing from the demands of the day, often resulting in
increased conflict with our loves ones. Regular decompression
at the end of the work day utilising exercise, meditation, yoga,
or relaxation can reduce potential conflict at home often
caused by work stress. Finally, going to bed at the same time
every night and waking up at the same time every morning
promotes the necessary physical and psychological recovery
needed to deal with the pressures and demands we face every
day.
While readers may feel that the above suggestions are
simply common sense principles, they are often not commonly
implemented into people’s working lives. Indeed, under
periods of intense stress diet, sleep and exercise are the three
variables that are neglected most. Thinking of yourself as an

While recovery is considered the norm in elite sport, in

athlete will help you to recognise the benefits of stress and

business contexts recovery can often be viewed as laziness or

the importance of recovery in promoting personal growth and

as a sign of weakness ie., not being able to “cut the mustard”.

increasing performance and health.

But recovery throughout a workday need not be overly time-

Thus, focusing on the importance of recovery rather than

consuming. In fact, a 10-15 minute break every 60 to 90

reducing stress in your workplace, will lead to significant long-

minutes is sufficient to rest and recharge. Indeed, intermittent

term health and business benefits. f
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Make sure your subfloor is
clean, dry, sound and flat
By Matt Skowron, as published in Hardwood Floors Magazine USA, January 2011

ATFA Technical Manager’s note: While this is an accurate article, readers should
note that this story covers some American conventions for subfloor preparation.

As a wood flooring inspector, it is my business to analyse

on a sure foundation, your work is going to fail. When it does,

failure. One thing I have learned is that the floor didn’t fail —

believe me, there will be weeping and gnashing of teeth. So,

somebody failed the floor. The wood has no decision-making

let’s review these terms one more time.

capability. A person making the wrong decision or taking the

CLEAN: This is important in a nail-down installation, but

wrong action failed in their obligation to the floor. It could

heart-stoppingly critical in a glue-down. The adhesive needs

have been the installer, manufacturer, end user, specifier or

to sink its little fingers into the concrete or plywood in order

salesman, but somebody failed. The most frequent area of

to hold on for the life of the floor. Anything that prevents that

poor decision-making I see is in subfloor acceptability.

is a problem. So paint, wax, sealer, finish, drywall dust, joint

We only ask four things of a subfloor. It must be clean, dry,

compound, spilled kerosene from the space heater, etc., will

sound and flat. That’s all. Remember, your subfloor is the

have to be removed. You need to wash, scrape, sand, grind or

foundation of your finished wood floor. If you’re not building

shotblast, if necessary, to eliminate these problems.
Curing compounds in the mix and power trowel finishing
of concrete slabs fall into this category as well. Both of these
close up the pores on the surface of the concrete, preventing

Protect new
save on expensive
call backs

FLOOR LINER
• Vapour transmitting,
shock absorbent sheeting

• Can be placed over
freshly laid, lacquered or

the adhesive from bonding. Drip a few drops of water on
the clean concrete. If the water beads up and doesn’t
soak in after a few seconds, your adhesive won’t soak in,
either. Scarify the surface, clean up the dust and then start
spreading adhesive.
One more thing while we are on this topic:

If you’re one of those guys who says,
“I’ll just pick up the dust with my
trowel as I spread the adhesive,”
you’re not asking for trouble — you’re
begging for it.
DRY: I assume you all know why the subfloor has to be dry.

• Save on expensive repairs
and retouching to new

You are in the wood flooring business, after all. But for those
of you who are new to this, moisture is kryptonite to your

damaged by other trades

superman wood floor. Moisture movement into or out of the

•

finished floor creates a host of problems. So the goal is to

required

install the wood flooring on a subfloor of similar moisture

For free samples contact
EMP Industrial Australia

Ph 03 9500 1819
Fax 03 9500 1883

info@empind.com.au
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content. The only way to do this is to test.
Every wood installer should own two moisture meters:
an invasive (or pin) meter and a non-invasive meter. One
tests wood and the other tests concrete; they are not

interchangeable. Don’t go sticking the pins of an invasive meter against
a concrete slab and say you did a moisture test. The readings you get are
wrong. And make sure you do the moisture test recommended by the wood
flooring manufacturer (which may be calcium chloride or something else).
Test the subfloor and the wood flooring before and after acclimation. Write
down the results and keep them in the job file. Pictures of the meter are
even better. You will save yourself thousands of dollars if it is ever called into
question. Don’t just take one test and call it good. Take lots: every 50 to 100
square feet. A meter only takes a few seconds and you may discover patterns

Whittle Waxes
The Australian
experts in
ecologically
harmonised finishes
for naturally
beautiful timber

of moisture intrusion (from exterior walls, sliding glass door tracks, etc.).

A final word about moisture and concrete slabs:
Concrete is a rigid sponge. Moisture travels
through concrete at will. Plastic vapour barriers
under on-grade slabs do not prevent moisture
intrusion. Moisture content in the soil varies
wildly over time. For this reason, it is a good
practice to apply an approved moisture barrier
on every concrete slab on grade. If the moisture
content is fine now, sell it to the end user as
protection from future moisture problems.
SOUND: In Florida, where I live, approximately 90 percent of the floors are
installed over a concrete slab (suspended or on-grade). So soundness is
generally not an issue. If you have vertical deflection in a concrete slab, you
have bigger problems than just your floor. On wood subfloors, always check
thickness and joist spacing. Don’t rely on what the owner or GC tell you it
is. If it doesn’t comply with NWFA Installation Guidelines (Sec. II, Chapter
4), then stop the job until somebody makes some changes. Nobody likes a
wooden trampoline.
FLAT: This is the second-biggest source of problems after moisture. Too
many installers glance at a subfloor from a standing position and say, “That
looks flat enough. I’ll use some extra adhesive in the dips.” This always fails
because they never end up using extra adhesive, and because adhesive stinks
as a leveller. I knew a dealer who did a lot of new construction work. He
would brag to me that his guys never levelled the subfloors before installing
and there was never a problem. A few seconds later he also told me he
bought wood floor squeak injection kits by the truckload.
An insufficiently smooth subfloor creates more problems than just hollow

Give us a call for a brochure pack on

create gaps, cracks, overwood, creaking, worn and broken joints in floating

1300 326 929

floors, cracked cores and both vertical and horizontal movement.

www.whittlewaxes.com.au

spots and that lovely popping sound the homeowner is so fond of. It will

Always, always, always check for flatness. Pull a string, drop a straight
edge, shine a laser, do whatever you have to do, but check it. It may not be
your job to fix a subfloor at your own expense, but it is your job to check it. f
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New techniques program
in Perth a hit
The inaugural Australian ATFA New Techniques Program

professionalism and sales techniques. The majority of the

(NTP) was recently held in Perth. Participants travelled to

program covered technical content, including sandpaper

Western Australia from as far as Singapore, Melbourne

selection, sanding and finishing procedures.

and Sydney to better their skills in floor laying, sanding and

There were installation demonstrations to observe on

finishing with the ATFA team of instructors.

a wide range of topics from creating medallions to board
bending. There were also numerous hands-on sessions to

Different methods and new techniques were taught in a

put this learning into practice.

practical, fun and inspiring environment over three days.

Installation methods for various products were covered in

The program included a number of timber flooring

detail, including engineered flooring, bamboo, solid strip T+G

business issues including customer expectations,

Era Polymers
Excellence in Polyurethane Chemistry
Eracoat RAPID MDI Gloss

•
•
•
•

Era Polymers are proud to launch Eracoat RAPID
Quick turnaround from start to
finish
Cut your job time in half
Recoat in 2 - 4 hours
Walk on in 1 hour
High solids

•
•
•
•
•

Less inconvenience for your
customers
Durable
No Lingering Odours
High Abrasion Resistance
Good gloss finish

For enquiries or to find your local stockist please contact Craig Kennedy on 0412 183 375
25-27 Green Street, Banksmeadow, NSW 2019, Australia | P +61 2 9666 3788 | F +61 2 9666 4805 | www.erapol.com.au
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Easy to Use

•

THANKS TO OUR EDUCATIONAL
PARTNER SPONSORS
Bronze Educational Sponsors
Boral Timber
Bosch Timber Floors
Clarke American Sanders
Gunns Timber Products
Hurford Hardwood
Blue Educational Sponsors
Bostik
Cabot’s
Embelton Flooring
as well as scotia and skirtings, borders and feature panels.

Lagler Australia

A fair amount of time was spent on perfecting sanding techniques as well as edge
sanding with demonstrations and hands on learning.

Loba Australia
Norton

The ATFA New Techniques Program included the expertise and teaching skills

Oakdale Industries

of Tony Powell, Robert Clague, Barry Olszak, Jim Hilston, Chris Stringer, David

Planet Timbers

Stringer, Sam Marafioti, Chris Hunter, Brett Scarpella, Josh Triplett, Brad Marston

Selleys

and Grant Whitehead. ATFA would like to thank the team for lending their expertise

Sika Australia

for such a successful three day course.

Synteko

ATFA would also like to thank Lyn and Sam Marafioti and Paul Kiely for all their

Wonderful Floor

help and hospitality. f

Hyseries is now endorsed by the
Australian Timber Flooring Association

Waterborne Hybrid Timber Floor Primer

Waterborne Hybrid Floor Primer
-

Waterborne Hybrid Timber
Floor Finish

ing the emerging science of nanotechnology to
create a unique inter coat bond.
The difference:
Formulated for freshly
effectively minimizing
the occurrence of edge bonding and for deep
prior to the application of

The difference:
A waterborne nano particle
aliphatic urethane for
multi surface applications
-timber, indoor concrete

Designed as an intermediate
basecoat for rejuvenating

The difference:
A premium high
gloss and matte

• Superior resistance to

and commercial

• Maximum edurance in

slate and unglazed quarry

Consider the Advantages:
and damage.

• No hazardious solvents
that pose a risk to users.
• Easily maintained using

simple washing and dust
mopping procedures.

To learn more about the Hyseries range please call 1800 800 248 or visit www.peerlessjal.com.au
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ICA water-based earns Life mark
from European Commission
One of Europe’s leading producers

Pacific Floors, a Melbourne based

of coating products has come to

flooring company, is the exclusive

Australia. The ICA group is a specialist

Australian supplier of the ICA range

in the manufacture, marketing and

of water-based polyurethane coating

distribution of coatings for timber

products.

and has been in the field of bio-

Water-based coatings continue to

construction since 1971, setting up

gather momentum in the Australian

their first R+D lab in the ‘70s.

and international timber flooring

The European Commission awarded ICA’s range
of bicomponent water-based coatings its Life
mark, which officially recognises the sustainable
development demonstrated by the company in its
endeavours to reduce atmospheric pollution through
the use of clean technologies.

The European Commission’s
Life mark is an environmental
product accreditation system.
The European Commission
represents the general interests of
the European Union, negotiating
in the international arena and
recommending legislation.

NATIONAL WOOD FLOORING ASSOCIATION (USA) CONVENTION
In April 2011, a contingent from

established many new contacts with

NWFA operation for ATFA members.

the board of the Australian Timber

companies interested in links with

Flooring Association attended the

Australia and potentially exhibiting in

other positive outcomes and

National Wood Flooring Association

Melbourne in 2012.

recommendations from the event

annual convention in San Diego,

ATFA directors John Hollis, Leon

There were a number of

including:

California. ATFA CEO Randy

Travis and I, as well as Chris Coates,

Flierman reports on the event.

met with the NWFA to discuss

iPhone app would be an excellent

the formalisation of an alliance

initiative for our members and

market is enormous with over

between our two organisations.

consumers.

350,000 installers across the States.

Communication since then has seen

This compares to about 5,000 timber

the wheels put in motion for a co-

for Floor of the Year could be

flooring contractors in Australia.

operative arrangement.

beneficial.

The American timber flooring

The NWFA exhibition had 180

In future, we will share one

• The development of an ATFA

• Changes to our award categories

• Most importantly, we could see

flooring exhibitors (notably smaller

another’s technical information

from a huge international event

than previous pre-GFC years) and

and work co-operatively on industry

like this that what ATFA does

was particularly well represented by

visits to our respective countries.

is excellent, that our member

engineered flooring producers.

Additionally, Michael Martin from

services are comparable and our

NWFA will join us for our convention

convention is clearly regarded as

in 2012 to provide insight to the

professional and well respected. f

From an ATFA perspective, the
event was highly successful, and we

Many thanks to Cameron Luke of Lagler Australia who contributed to the CEO’s travel costs.
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Boral Plywood

Build something great ™

UnderPly

marketplace, thanks to ongoing improvements
in product performance, an increase in end user
confidence and the ability to be applied in varying
situations.

Nanotechnology has improved
abrasion resistance, hardness and
chemical resistance in coating
options.
The introduction of another coating option in Australia
will provide the end user with greater choice and
timber flooring contractors another option to offer their
commercial and domestic customers.
The G Series is easy to apply with a roller or
applicator, has next to no odour and a quick drying time.
ICA’s portfolio of coating products is extensive and

• Provides a stable substrate that will not delaminate,
buckle or bow a hardwood tongue and groove
strip floor
• Manufactured in a T+G profile for use over bearers
and joists or square edged for use over concrete
• Manufactured to F14 stress grade so it is less
likely to develop substrate interaction noise when
walked on, compared to lower grade products
• Marine bond is heat, cold and water proof
• UnderPly is rated at E0 for formaldehyde emissions
(the lowest rating possible) and will not release
formaldehyde under normal service conditions

includes a range of UV cured, water-based top coats.

• 40 year warranty on lamination

It is widely believed that UV cured top coats will be the

• Economical to use

next big development in the timber flooring industry, as

• Available with H2 GlueTreat technology that is
warranted for 15 years against termite attack

they will allow floors to be sanded and coated multiple
times in one day.
“We are extremely pleased to be distributing such
a world-class product in Australia,” says Sales
Development Manager, Sean Constable. “Preliminary
testing has exceeded all our expectations and we are
keen to pass these benefits onto our customers at
a very reasonable price. It is a well known fact that
Europe produces the best water-based coatings - now

• Boral RV4 is the recommended underlay for
installations
• Australian made

For more information phone
free call 1800 773 596
email plywood@boral.com.au
visit www.boralplywood.com.au

Australia has access to the best manufacturer in Europe
– everybody will win!”
For further information on the ICA water-based
polyurethane top coat, contact Pacific Floors by visiting

BCC 05490 12.10

AFS/01-31-21

pacificfloors.net.au, emailing info@pacificfloors.net.au
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Tools of the timber flooring trade:
A must-have list
Every successful timber flooring contractor needs reliable

so that we can take before and after shots for renovation

tools and equipment to install, sand and finish timber floors

projects and finished project shots for new homes and

to the best standards. Here, John Elasi of Floormania (ATFA

commercial installations for our company portfolio.

Contractor of the Year 2008) lets us in on the tool set up his

Sometimes we only have one opportunity to record the

installers use and explains what they can’t live without.

finished job before we hand over, so our teams have a decent
camera to take some shots.

We carry a number of saws: drop saw, circular saw, table

We also take photos on the job if we need to cover

saw, jig saw, hand saw and hack saw. Having a range of saws
with good quality blades, all fit for purpose, means that we

ourselves, for example, if there is pre-existing damage to the

can get the job done faster. Having said that, if there is one

site such as marks on the walls or broken appliances. We

tool on the job that our installers just can’t live without, that

record these to have evidence that the damage took place

would be a quality drop saw and of course a tape measure!

before we started our work on site.
Our vans are all kept neat and tidy for a couple of reasons.

We need to carry two types of nail guns: a secret nailer for
most nail-down jobs and a top nailer for wide board flooring,

It projects a much better image for the business than a van

which we secret nail and top nail for the best fixing.

that’s in chaos. The customer will wonder, if our vans are a
big mess, what will we be like on site? Our teams can also

A good quality moisture meter is also a must for any timber

work faster if their equipment has its place and is always put

flooring installation business.

away neatly. f

Our vans are all equipped with a digital camera. This is

PNEUMATIC TOOLS FOR
SOLID AND ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORING

P250
T
L
S

type 16 ga
type 16 ga
type 15 1/2 ga

5/8 - 33/32"

NEW

THE PRIMPACT ENGINE:
THE HEART OF THE P250 / Q550
offers reliability, extended performance and
an unequaled smoothness of operation.

• Short nose and compact valve design
provide an all-around striking surface
and enable the nailing of
more boards (4 1/2” closer)
to the end walls.

Q550
L

type 18 ga

3/8 - 5/8"

Perfectly adjustable to
the width & height of the tongue
No shim required

• Finely threaded screw-in
cartridge assembly for precision,
easy on-site dismantling
and durability.
• High-speed action and few moving parts,
for a powerful yet soft stroke,
a shorter air-saving cycle
and increased precision.

• Eco-friendly with zero VOC’s
• Extremely durable (100% solids)

• Reduced wear effect and
quick interchangeability
of PRIMPACT engines between
same generation units.

• Economical with coverage of
30 - 40m2 per litre

Printed in Canada 07-22

PRIMATECH

www.primatech.ca
800-363-1962
sales@primatech.ca

• A natural product that enhances
the natural beauty of timber floors

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd. call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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tramex_60x270_0709

John’s must-have tools of the trade
list...
Moisture meter

Nail punch

Tape Measure

Hammer

Drop saw

Screws

Circular saw

Nails

Table saw

Putty

Jig saw

No more gaps

Hand saw

Multi-tool blade

Hack saw

Straight edge

Saw blades

String line

Secret nail gun

Pencils

Top nail gum

Calculator

Air compressor

Note pad

Dusk masks

Floor plan

Hard hat

Tapping Block

Steel cap boots

Wedges

Gloves + glasses

Cork

Product samples

Hammer drill

Adhesives

Cordless drill

Camera

Screwdriver set

Extension leads

All insurances

Planer

Safety policy

2/7/09

3:09 PM

Page 1

Don’t Take
Risks!

Avoid Expensive
Problems!

TEST FIRST!

quickly and easily with
a TRAMEX Moisture Meter.
Check timber, concrete, any material
instantly. No probing, no drilling absolutely no surface damage
and no waiting for results.

The meters pay for
themselves within days.
Contact us now for details of
our range of reliable moisture meters
and hygrometers for relative
humidity testing.
rete
onc E4
C
ck
CM
Che h the ing
wit o Drill d!
N uire
req

Moisture testing Equipment
for the Flooring and
Restoration industries.
For more information and
specification sheets contact

Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au
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Tips from the trade
TIP FOR INSTALLING LAMINATES IN HALLWAYS
Over the years I have grown fond of the ease with which
laminate floors can be installed, particularly as locking

door jambs together as if they are one board and use the pull
bar to click or lock back into place.
Another little trick of mine is to apply pressure to the side

systems have become quite advanced.
One of the downsides is installing a laminate with a bad

lock while pulling in with a pull bar. This technique gives

locking system and hearing that the job you are going to has

the flooring more movement and enables the lock to click

a long hallway with multiple or tricky doorways. With a good

together more easily.
Many manufactures allow you to remove the locking

laminate this is not a problem as you are able to slide the
flooring under jambs and pull them back quite easily.
However life isn’t always this easy and I have found this a
frustrating and time consuming part of the job.
My tip for an easy installation process around tricky

system and simply glue the joins on some systems when
encountering difficult installation areas such as tricky
doorways. In a high traffic area I don’t recommend removing
the locking system in favour of gluing as movement over time

doorways is simple. Firstly, install the floor as you normally

will make the join weak and cause gaps to appear.

would. Once you reach the wall and doorways, don’t glue the

Adam Mills

second last row of flooring. Scribe and cut the final row of

Kronotex Australia

flooring, double-checking that you have cut it correctly. Then
remove the second-last row of flooring and click together

Thanks Adam. You’ll be receiving an Attix 30 for your

with your last board. Finally, slide the two rows under the

contribution.

WRITE TO US AT TIMBER FLOORS
MAGAZINE AND BE REWARDED!
We’d like our readers to provide the content for this page with tips from the trade, learned from the front lines of the
timber flooring industry. Write us a letter and the published letter judged as the best contribution will win an
Attix 30 dust extractor from Nilfisk-Alto valued at $1230! Send your tips to editor@atfa.com.au or fax 02 9440 9066.

Add the Attix 30 dust
extractor to your kit

• Easy handling and maintenance

A fully automatic filter cleaning system takes

• Compact, ergonomic and powerful

care of filter cleaning every 30 seconds without

www.nilfisk-alto.com.au

• 30L container volume

interrupting your work.

• Auto on/off for electrical power tool
• Big and practical tool deposit
• Multifit accessory system for the
ultimate in task flexibility
• Featuring Xtreme Clean
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ATTIX 30

VALUED AT $1230

ATFA

Timber and Working with Wood Show
Sydney 17 - 19 June
Melbourne 21 - 23 September
Visit eee.net.au for details

Coatings Essentials Workshop
Brisbane 23 June

Victorian Trade Evening
Melbourne 14 July

T+G Timber Flooring Forum
Gold Coast 21 July

NSW Trade Evening
Sydney 8 August

ir talk with Emma Watt
Wage rates in modern awards to increase from 1 July 2011.
Fair Work Australia has issued

websites
uts.edu.au
If you are writing quotes,

finish floors where the work is

tenders and proposals but you’re

its decision regarding increases

not performed on a construction

unsure of the correct punctuation

in minimum wage rates, effective

site.

to use, UTS has the perfect

from July 2011.

The minimum enforceable

guide. Don’t put off customers

This decision will affect all

rates of pay must be calculated

with shoddy grammar and

employees in Australia apart from

by reference to both the relevant

punctuation. Search “style guide”

sole traders and partnerships

modern award and the award that

on the home page and bookmark

in Western Australia, which

applied prior to 1 January 2010,

it for future reference.

still operate under the Western

as differences in wages are being

Australian industrial relations

phased out over five years. Until

system.

the middle of 2014, the minimum

The increase in 2010 was $26 per
week for adults.
The modern awards that cover
timber floor laying and sanding are:
• Building and Construction

enforceable rate of pay may not
necessarily be the rate printed in
the modern award.
Copies of these awards are
available from fwa.gov.au and

Award 2010, covering employees

further guidance is available

who lay and finish floors on a

fromfairwork.gov.au.

construction site that is part of a
building project.
• Manufacturing and Associated

If you have any queries about the
modern award or the transitional

facebook.com/TimberFloorsMag
“Like” the Timber Floors Mag
Facebook page and feel free to post
your latest projects on our wall.

arrangements, please contact

Industries and Occupations 2010,

Emma Watt directly. Her contact

covering employees who lay and

details are below.

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses in
the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members two free
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073 Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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Product snap shots
THE NEW TRAMEX CMEXPERT II

ERACOAT RAPID MDI GLOSS
Eracoat RAPID MDI Gloss is an MDI-based floor coating

Tramex has introduced a new version of their CMEXpert

which gives a tough, transparent gloss finish with excellent

digital concrete moisture meter: the CMEXpert II.

abrasion and chemical resistance. It is suitable for use on

The technology uses the unique, instant Tramex non-

all interior timber, cork and particleboard floors, enhancing

destructive moisture content test with upgraded features,

their natural appearance. Eracoat RAPID MDI Gloss has

multi language adjustment and a time adjustable backlit

the added advantage of being fast drying, which enables

display. A carbon method (CM) equivalent scale enables

recoat after two hours, drastically reducing the working

the user to identify the ideal time and location to perform

times of the contractor and the need for the home owner

this more costly test, thereby reducing the number of tests

to be out of the house for great lengths of time. A single

required. The CMEXpert II is

component MDI-based polyurethane system, Eracoat

available in a range of kits

RAPID MDI Gloss is TDI free and has no lingering odours.

comprising a selection of

For more information please contact Craig Kennedy at

wood probes for testing wood

craig.kennedy@erapol.com.au or phone 0412 183 375.

flooring prior to installation
and infrared surface
thermometer, relative
humidity probe and sleeves
for in situ RH testing of the
slab. For more info email
sales@cornell.com.au or
phone 02 9418 1002.

Woodwise DESIGN HARDWOOD PRODUCTS

SYNTEKO - PRIMATECH H330

The Primatech H330 is a multiple-hit manual nailer
FASTENING SYSTEM FOR
HARDWOOD FLOOR

WOODWISE has introduced a new line of handcrafted,

durable Hardwood Air Vents in a large variety of designs,

requiring no compressor. It is suitable for solid timber

sizes, species, colours and finishes. Their self-rimming

16-25mm floors, using 16-gauge cleats ranging in size

vent, flush-mount vent, cold air return vent, wall vent, toe

from 38mm to 50mm. With its low centre of gravity the

kick vent and base vent come in both standard and custom

Primatech H330 gives the floor installer enough power to

sizes and are priced according to species. Email WOODWISE

simultaneously fit boards tightly together whilst precisely

at info@woodwise.com for more information or visit Boral

positioning the “L” cleat into the nail pocket of the board.

Timber Trade Zone, 17-19 Summit Road, Noble Park Victoria

Primatech’s robust,

to see the complete WOODWISE range.

lightweight nailers are
ergonomically designed
for efficient handling and
improved productivity
while reducing fatigue.
Primatech’s cleat nails
minimise wood splitting
and damage to the T+G.

OOD FLOORING NAILER

anual hardwood flooring nailer.
ven 26by the first blow, to remain
gives do-it-yourselfers and professional

For details visit
primatech.com.au or
phone Synteko on
02 9406 8100.

Applications

“ATFA MEMBERSHIP gives
OUR customers AN
assurance of utmost
proficiency and
professionalism. ATFA
MEMBERSHIP REINFORCES
OUR CREDIBILITY.”
John + Joseph Elasi
Floormania

JOIN ATFA

AND GAIN THE FOLLOWING PROFESSIONAL BENEFITS...
•

Receive Timber Floors Magazine quarterly as well as
electronic bulletins issued every six weeks, keeping you
informed of news and events within the industry.

•

Access to hotlines manned by industry experts to assist
with advice on the spot.

•

Communication with an active and committed industry-led
board, allowing you the opportunity to have your say.

•

Increase your capability and market presence with the
ATFA Accreditation Scheme.

•

Grow your business with the ATFA marketing machine:
stickers, use of the ATFA logo, ‘find a member’ website,
plus foundation membership for lifetime recognition.

•

Benefit from ongoing technical and industry research, as
well as a range of training opportunities to hone your skills
and improve your business.

•

Be involved in the ATFA national annual convention
including exhibition, conference, live demonstrations and
annual awards night.

ph
fax
e
w

1300 361 693
1300 361 793
admin@atfa.com.au
atfa.com.au
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Project feature:
Rustic restaurant revamp
The Woodstock Coterie Restaurant is an iconic
winery restaurant in McLaren Vale, South Australia
and is one of the first to have been established in the
region. After 20 years in business, the old carpet in
the dining room was starting to show signs of wear
and tear so the owners decided that a different look
was required to suit the restaurant’s rustic feel.
Mark Sultana from Be-Floored in Melbourne was
contracted to install a new solid hardwood timber floor.
“The brief was for a natural, hard wearing, good
looking, low maintenance timber floor to lift the
appearance of the restaurant, without contributing to
echo noise,” explained Mark.
“We agreed on Tallowwood 130 x 14mm rustic grade
wide board flooring from Hurford Hardwood. This
species and profile met the brief perfectly and the
owners loved the colour and rustic features. It is great
product to work with because it is milled very straight
and flat,” said Mark.
The timber was laid directly over the existing
concrete subfloor using Bostik Ultraset and finished
with two coats of Synteko Natural Oil.
The project was not without its challenges. “The
ceiling in the restaurant has a fan design and we
wanted to achieve the same look on the floor. In the end
we matched it perfectly and the floor looks great [see
cover shot for geometric fan design],” said Mark. “The
other major challenge was keeping our workers sober
after they arrived a day early during a raging wine
festival!”
For ongoing maintenance Mark says the floor’s best
friend is a large buffing machine. “Used once or twice
a month, depending on traffic, a buff will keep the floor
looking great.”
The floor has been a great result and a good
investment according to Woodstock restaurant owner
Scott Collett. “Our new Tallowwood floor really suits the
setting of the Woodstock, which has a natural strawlined ceiling . Compared to carpet, timber is much
lower maintenance and our regular customers have
noticed the difference in the more natural style of the
dining room.” f
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Compared to carpet, timber is
much lower maintenance and our
regular customers have noticed
the difference in the more natural
style of the dining room.

Walk safe with Bona
Bona Traffic Anti Slip
When you are coating a floor, are you sure the finish meets the
required slip resistance standard?
With the increased focus on slip resistance levels in public areas
AS/NZ Standard 4586 requires finishes to be R10 rated when
used on staircases, ramps and in food courts, cafes, foyers or
any area where spillage might occur.
Bona Traffic is the world’s biggest selling waterborne
2-pack used on more than 100 million m² of commercial
and high traffic domestic floors. Traffic Anti Slip combines
the proven performance of Bona Traffic together with anti
slip properties to meet the R10 standard for slip resistance.
More information at
www.bona.net.au
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